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Department: Drama Key Stage: Three  Year: Eight 
 

Term  Topics  Useful Links and Resources  How best to support your child 

Michaelmas   Spears Sports 
1. Physical theatre-machines.  
2. Role play-Creating a character, using dialogue 
and creating an ad 
3. Creating imaginary environments-mime ctd, 
eye-contact, creating a character 2, theatre in 
the round intro. 
4. Creating tension in Drama-whole class role 
play 1 and 2, imaginary environments ctd, 
creating a character 3, theatre in the round ctd. 
5. The drama of the media- whole class role play 
3(press conference), creating a character 4, split 
scene intro. 
6. Drama Assessment- the news broadcast: 
appropriate dialogue and language, creating a 
character 5, imaginary environments ctd (split 
scene and stage), self, peer and teacher 
evaluation. 
 
Physical Theatre 2 
1.Warming up: Clear the space; Fruit salad, 
Zombie name swap, raising ghosts 
2. The physicality of comedy: Tension states, 
centres of leading, Master and two servants. 
3. Symbolism, ritual and storytelling. Still images 
(modern), morning ritual mime and 
exaggeration, Tribal Images, ritual and 
ceremony, ceremonial images. 
4. Modern ceremony into tribal ceremony. 
5. Introduction to Tribal Performance task 

 www.nationaltheatre.org.uk 
 
www.unicorntheatre.com 
 
www.kilntheatre.com 
 
www.shakespearesglobe.com 
 
www.mousetrap.org.uk 
 
 
 

 The single best way to support your child 
in becoming a Drama literate young 
person is to take them to the theatre. 
There are many opportunities in London 
to do this cheaply. The National Theatre 
offers a reduced-price offer for young 
people; Mousetrap offers a family project 
which, if you sign up for it, offers a myriad 
of opportunities for young people and 
their parents/carers and a host of 
excellent shows to be had cheaply. 
 
The Unicorn is the London theatre 
specifically programmed for young people 
and the quality of productions there is 
excellent. 
 
The Kiln, the Hampstead and the 
Roundhouse are obviously local and have 
very interesting, very different 
programmes and are all worth a look.  

http://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/
http://www.unicorntheatre.com/
http://www.kilntheatre.com/
http://www.shakespearesglobe.com/
http://www.mousetrap.org.uk/
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6. Performance and evaluation of Tribal 
Ceremony. 

Lent  Alcatraz 
 
1. Arriving at Alcatraz: whole class role play, 
creating a character and given circumstances, 
thought tracking and power relationships and 
space. 
2. The first night and day: soundscaping and 
mini monologues ctd. 
3. The Hole: Devising abstract drama. 
4. The Visit: creating a character, circumstances 
and relationships, dialogue, beginnings and 
endings, leaving a mark. 
5. The Leaving: duologues 2, creating imaginary 
spaces ctd, subtext, taking risks,  
6. On the Outside: Imaginary spaces ctd, mime 
ctd, 
 
Henry V 
 
1. Whole class whoosh; the roles of a king 
(movement, devising, still imaging) spying on 
Henry (improvisation and status) relationships 
between Henry and his lowlifes (still images and 
bringing to life; status) 
2. Introduction to the low lifes: characterisation 
and text; reading of opening scene and 
explanation. Rehearse and perform. 
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3. Pistol pleading for Bardolph’s life; spatial 
relationships; coming from/going to;  
4. Bardolph’s execution: subtext; physical 
theatre; characterisation 
5. Pistol’s soliloquy: doing and talking; coming 
from and going to; emotional preparation. 

Trinity  Intermediate Stanislavski 
1. Attention and imagination 
2. Imagination, belief and given circumstances 
3. Given Circumstances and the Magic If 
4. Concentration, relaxation, voice, body and 
communication. 
5. Applying Stanislavski to a text. 
 
Intermediate Brecht: 
 
 
 
 

    

 
For further details about the Drama curriculum, please contact Mr Canning, Subject Leader for Drama. 


